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Social Science renovation underway
Summary: 
(August 12, 2004)-Take a good look at the exterior of the Social Science building on the campus of the University of
Minnesota, Morris. Work has already begun to renovate the much-used classroom facility. However, if you don’t see
significant change to the building’s exterior once renovation is completed, that’s the general idea.
“This is the first building to be renovated under the campus’ historic district guidelines,” said Lowell Rasmussen,
associate vice chancellor for physical plant and master planning at UMM. “Guideline priorities specifically state that we
will not significantly alter the exterior of the building. The Clarence Johnson design will look essentially the same.”
In developing plans for the renovation, serious consideration has been given to the campus’s history as the West Central
School of Agriculture. 
“Plans have been reviewed and approved by the State Historic Preservation office,” said Rasmussen. “We’re doing the
energy conservation things, like installing more energy-efficient windows, but they will look essentially like the older
windows. We’re very cognizant of the impact of the building’s design.” 
There will be a place for the WCSA sign that has long resided in front of the building. In addition, the social science
auditorium, which was known as the WCSA cow palace, and is often still called by that name, will be re-oriented to be
handicapped accessible.
“There will be a section somewhere in that building that recognizes the cow palace and talks about it as a space that,
during the WCSA years, was used for animal judging,” said Rasmussen. “There’ll be some historical content in the
building, so when people walk through it, they’ll be aware that there is a history associated with some of these spaces.” 
Renovation will take place in two stages. Stage one will be the extension of an underground utility tunnel. A tunnel
already extends from Camden Hall up to the Social Science building.  Excavation is underway to extend the tunnel,
which will house steam and water lines, as well as provide pedestrian access, into the building. Rasmussen expects that
the tunnel will be completed this summer.
Stage two includes all other renovation – total demolition of the interior and removal of the exterior back stairways.
“We’ll basically be starting over with a shell of a building,” said Rasmussen. Plans include redesigning the building’s
interior based on the needs of the academic programs at UMM. New spaces will include classrooms, faculty offices,
support staff spaces, elevators and laboratories, including a new campus 24-hour computer lab. It is expected that
renovation will be completed by fall 2005.
Funding for the renovation, in the amount of $8 million, was allocated from the University’s 2002 legislative request. 
“When the Legislature re-convened in 2003, it reinserted this portion of the bonding bill, among other line-items, that
had been vetoed in legislative session 2002 by then Gov. Ventura,” explained Rasmussen.  “So we actually got our
funding for the bonding bill a year later than what is typical.” This project is similar to that which renovated the old
science building, which was also an $8 million project. As with other bonding bills, the University will assume one third
of the cost, explained Rasmussen.
It goes perhaps without comment that renovation of a primary classroom building on a college campus during a time
when classes are in session is not without its challenges.
“We’re meeting the needs of the faculty and students, and not starting with a fresh sheet of paper, but with a building
that has a pre-designed, existing area,” said Rasmussen. “So making everything fit in that area, and creating multiple use
spaces to stretch the use of the building as far as we can is always a challenge.”
Not to mention: where will the campus hold classes this year during the renovation?
“We’ve put classrooms in spaces that we’re not sure we could have put classrooms before,” said Rasmussen. “Just to
accommodate the needs for programs, classrooms and offices on campus for this year are extremely tight.
Why not build new?
“We have elected to recognize the WCSA and its presence on this campus as historically significant,” said Rasmussen.
“It is one of few remaining intact agricultural schools, so campus administrators made a decision to maintain it. We’re
not going to tear down buildings in the mall area and rebuild them. If we build new, we’ll build on the periphery of the
campus. These building really serve us well.
“We’re really excited to see this renovation begin,” added Rasmussen. “It will be a positive improvement, especially for
students in the social sciences. 
“By renewing these buildings, and keeping their design,” said Rasmussen, “we’re getting state of the art facilities that
will serve us well for the next 20 to 30 years, and without making the investment of a new building.”
Other campus projects
In addition to the Social Science renovation, sprinkler systems are being installed in campus residence halls. Beginning
this fall, one half of all residence halls will have sprinkler systems. 
“All of the dormitories were built prior to building codes that now require sprinklers,” said Rasmussen. “The University
of Minnesota system is taking a leadership role to get all of its residence halls installed with sprinklers.” Funding for the
Morris campus is provided in part through the Minnesota State Legislature and partially through the Office of
Residential Life at UMM.
This year also brought extreme cases of Dutch Elm disease throughout Minnesota, and no less so on the Morris campus.
This was sad news for the campus heritage trees. 
“Some of these trees were planted even as the WCSA was being developed,” said Rasmussen. The campus has taken the
initiative to treat the remaining diseased elms in an attempt to keep them. Campus grounds crews are also replacing trees
with other varieties of elm and other species, thanks to the involvement of the Getty Foundation grant.
Through personal and academic discovery, the University of Minnesota, Morris provides opportunities for students to grow
intellectually, engage in community, experience environmental stewardship and celebrate diversity. A renewable and sustainable
educational experience, Morris prepares graduates for careers, for advanced degrees, for lifelong learning, for work world flexibility
in the future, and for global citizenship. Learn more about Morris at morris.umn.edu or call 888-866-3382.
